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Negation parameters and their interaction in Italian dialects
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In this article we shall investigate three main parameters relating to Negation, as seen in Italian dialects. First, sentential Negation can be expressed in Italian dialects either by a Neg clitic or by a Neg adverb or by a combination of the two. Second, the position of the Neg clitic varies with respect to other clitics in the sentence, giving rise to particularly interesting variation in Northern Italian dialects (Poletto 1996, Parry 1996). Thus the Neg clitic can follow only undifferentiated subject clitics, or also follow 3p subject clitics, or finally follow 1/2p clitics as well. A third parameter that can be observed in a particularly clear way in Northern Italian dialects concerns the interaction of Neg with I-to-C movement in interrogatives, which gives rise to inversion of the finite verb with the subject clitic. Some dialects present I-to-C movement both in ordinary and negative questions; other dialects present I-to-C movement in ordinary questions but not in negative ones. As we shall argue, our data support a microparametric conception under which each dimension of the variation just described corresponds to an independent parameter, whose values can freely cross with those of the other parameters.


1.	Neg clitic, Neg adverb and Neg clitic + Neg adverb

Three sentential negation systems are attested in Italian dialects, as is well-known from both the descriptive and the theoretical literature. In several dialects, sentential negation is expressed by a Neg clitic positioned before the inflected verb. This system is typical of Central and Southern Italian dialects, and also characterizes Sardinian varieties, as well as some Northern Italian ones (in Northern Tuscany, Liguria, Romagna, Veneto, Friuli, Engadina and Val Monastero), as illustrated in (1):

 (1)	Müstair
	'jau nu tal 'klm ('ply)
	‘I not him call (anymore)’			“I don’t call him (anymore)”
	'jau nu tal 'na 	('ply) klO'ma
	‘I not him have (anymore) called’		“I haven’t called him (anymore)”

	Sent
	e na 	til 'klOm ('py)				
	‘I not him call (anymore)’ 			etc.
	e nu 	til 'na 	klO'ma			.
	‘I not him have called’

	S.Maria di Sala			
	no l 	'ga ('pju) 	dor'mio		
	‘not he	has (anymore) slept’			

	Vito d'Asio				
	'jo nO li 'klami ('pi)
	‘I not him call (anymore)’
	nO 'l 	ai ('pi) 		kla'ma:t	
	‘not him I-have (anymore) called’

	Fontanigorda				
	u  n 	a 'maa				
‘he not it(f) eats’
ne 'l 	u ta'muO
	‘not him I-have called’

	Antona				 
i 	' a 	('pju) ca'm@t@ 
‘I not him have (anymore) called’
	
Forlì
	a n 'dorm
	‘I not sleep’
	a n 	l O 	('pjO) 'vet
	‘I not him have (anymore) seen’

Urbino‑Torre S.Tommaso
	e n 	el 'ce:m ('pju)
	‘I not him call (anymore)’
	e n 	'l O 	('pju) ca'me:t
	‘I not him have (anymore) called’

	Filottrano			 
no-r 	o 'vista 	('pju) 
‘not-her I-have seen (anymore)’
 
Mascioni
no llu 'camo
‘not him I-call’
no 'L 		ajo ('cu) 	ca'matu ('cu)
‘not-him I-have (anymore) called (anymore)’

Giffoni
nun'n 	a cca'mat@
‘not-him he-has called’

	Palo del Colle	
na u 	'sO ca'me:t@ ('ceu) 
‘not him I-am called (anymore)’
	na u 	'cam@k@
	‘not him I-call’

	Accettura				
	nO d'dOrm@ ('c@:n@)
	‘not I-sleep (anymore)’
nOl'l 	addZ@ 'vst@ ('c@:n@)
‘not him I-have seen (anymore)’

	Verbicaro					 
nOm 'fuatts@ 'nent@ 
‘not I-do anything’
nOn'n 	aj@ ca'ma:t@ 
‘not-him I-have called’

	Gerace				
	n a 	nd a'via ca'matu	
	‘not her here I-had called’

	Copertino			 
nul'l 	addZu 	'vistu ('tSui) 
‘not-him I-have seen (anymore)’

	Modica
	nullu 	'Samu (t'tSu)
	‘not-him I-call (anymore)’

	Camporeale      
u m'minni 'nuˆˆU
‘not came anybody’

Orroli
nO ˆˆu 'tserrju
‘not him I-call’
nO ˆ'ˆ 	appu ('pruzu) 	tserri'au
‘not him I-have (anymore) called’

Dorgali
	nOl 'l 	appO ('pruu)	mut'tiu			
	‘not-him I-have (anymore) called’

The second negation system is characterized by the cooccurrence of the Neg clitic with an adverbial Neg. This system is instantiated in Northern Italy, including the dialects of the Po valley and of alpine Lombardy. In some dialects, such as  those of Cavergno, Casaccia e Castellazzo Bormida, the Neg head is optional. The Neg adverb itself takes different forms, such as mia, briza, nO, nia, nen, as illustrated in (2). While the Neg clitic precedes the inflected verb, the Neg adverb follows it; in auxiliary + past participle constructions, the Neg adverb not only follows the finite verb, i.e. the auxiliary, but also precedes the past participle. It is interesting to note that in many of the dialects in (2) the Neg adverb is in complementary distribution with other Neg elements, though in others, exemplified here by La Pli de Mareo, it cooccurs with them, giving rise to a single negation. This parameter, not relevant here, is studied in detail by Savoia and Manzini, (forthcoming):

(2)	Viguzzolo
'a n 	al 'tæ:m 'nO/'py/'mai				
‘I not him call not/anymore/ever’			“I don’t call him (anymore/ever)”
a n 	'l 	nO/py/mai 	ta'ma
‘I not him have not/anymore/ever called’		“I havent’ called him (anymore/ever)”

Castellazzo Bormida
t (an) 'dromi 'neintQ/'mai
‘you (not) sleep not/ever’				etc.
a n 	'l uO 	'neintQ/'pi/'mai ta'mæ
‘I not him have not/anymore/ever called’

Garessio
e n 'd2rmu 'ne
‘I not sleep not’
i n 	l 2 	'ne/'tSy tSa'mau
‘I not him have not/anymore called’

La Pli de Mareo
i ne 	le 'kerdi 'nia ('ply)
‘I not him call not (anymore)’
'ju ne 	l a 	'nia ('ply) ker'de
‘I not him have not (anymore) called’

Cavergno - Val Maggia
	a na 	l 'vedi 'mia/'py/'mai
	‘I not him see not/anymore/ever’

Casaccia ‑ Val Bregaglia
(nu) la 'dOm 'mia/'ply
‘not she sleeps not/nomore’
je ll 	a 'mia/'ply/'mai 	kla'ma
‘I him have not/nomore/never called’

Revere
a n 	'parli 'mi/'mig/mai
‘I not speak not/not/ever’
a n 	'm i 	'mig tSa'ma
‘you not me have not called’

Modena
a n 	al 'ta:m 'bria/'pjo/'mai
‘I not him call not/anymore/ever’
a n 	l O 	'bria/'pjo/'mai ta'me:
‘I not him have not/anymore/ ever called’

S.Giorgio di Piano
a n 	'dorUm 'brie/'pjU
‘I not sleep not/anymore’
a n 	O 'brie/'pjU dUr'me
	‘I not have not/anymore slept’

Alfonsine
i n 	la 'tmæ ('briæ)
‘they not her call (not)’
a n 	l O 'briæ/'pjo ta'me
‘I not him have not/anymore called’

The third negation system is characterized by the presence only of an adverbial Neg, without a preverbal Neg clitic. This purely adverbial Neg, illustrated in (3), is typical of the dialects of Lombardy, the Grisons and Piedmont and  also characterizes the dialects of the Provençal colonies of Puglia (Celle) and Calabria  (Guardia Piemontese). As in the dialects in (2), the Neg adverb can take different forms, including bItSa and bUka in the Grisons, nen and pa in Piedmont, mia/ minga and no in Lombardy. As in (2), furthermore, the Neg adverb can be in complementary distribution with other Neg elements or not. We note that in some dialects north-west of Milan, the negative adverb no appears to the right rather than to the left of the participle, in contrast with the other Northern Italian varieties illustrated in (2)-(3); this latter parameter, again not relevant here, is discussed by Savoia and Manzini (forthcoming):

(3)	Trun
'jeu 'klOm@l 'bUk 'el
‘I call 	not  him’					“I don’t call him”
'jeu ai 'bUk kla'mau 'el ('pli:)
‘I have not called him (anymore)’			“I haven’t called him (anymore)”

	Donat
el 'dOrma 'bItSa ('pli)
‘he sleeps not (anymore)’				etc.
'jau ve 'bItSa ('pli) 	la'vo 'el 
‘I have not (anymore) washed him’

S.Maria‑Val Calanca
O m 	'tSama 'mia
‘he me calls not’
a l 	O 'mia/p'tSy 	tSa'mO
	‘I him have not/nomore called’

S.Nazzaro Sesia
	lu 'tSa:ma 'mia/'py		
	‘(he) him calls not/nomore’
'l e 	'mia/'py tSa'ma‑mi
‘he is not/nomore called-me’

Mezzenile
lu 'veju 	(pjy) 'Ji:nt / (pjy) 'mQi
‘him I-see (anymore) not/ (anymore) never’
	'l ei 		(pjy) 'Jint / (pjy) 'mQi 	vi'j2
	‘him I-have (anymore) not/ (anymore) never seen’

Prali
'dy@rmu 'pa ('pi) 	/a'me
‘I-sleep not (anymore)/never’
	'l ai 		pa ('pi)/a'me 	'vi:t
	‘him I-have not (anymore)/never seen’

Stroppo
lu 	'tamu 're/'pys
‘him I-call not/nomore’
'l ai 		'reN/'pys ta'ma
‘him I-have not/nomore called’

Castelletto Merli
a t 	lu 'dag 		('py) 'ne
	‘I to-you it give (anymore) not’
	a  l 	2 ('py) 'neN 	tSa'ma‑lu 	
	‘I him have (anymore) not called’

Montaldo
	i ru 	'tSam 'ne/'pi		
‘I him call not/nomore’
i r 	2 ('pi) 'ne 	tSa'mQ‑ru
‘I him have (anymore) not called-him’

Breme
	a t 	'drmi 'nO	
	‘Cl you sleep not’
a  m a 	'nO/'py/'mai  ta'ma
‘he me has not/nomore/never called’

	Casorezzo					
	a 'do:rmu 'nO		
‘I sleep not’
'l O 		'vistu 'nO:/'py:/'mQ:i
‘him I-have seen not/ nomore/never’

Premana
el 'tSamu 'mie/'pjy
	‘him I-call not/nomore’

	Grumello del Monte 
	al 'dorma 'mia/'pj2/'mai
	‘he sleeps not/nomore/never’
l a 	'mia/'pj2/'mai dur'mit
	‘he has not/nomore/never slept’

Vezza d'Oglio		
l 'dOrem 'mia/'p2/'mai
‘he sleeps not/nomore/never’

Celle
dZ@ d'dOr@ 'pa ('mej@/'maj@)		
‘I sleep not (anymore/ever)’
dZ e 'pa m@J'dZa ('mej@)		
	‘I have not eaten (anymore)’

Guardia Piemontese
'd2rmu p'pæ
	‘I-sleep not’
e 	p'pæ ('tSu/'mj) d2r'm2 
‘I-have not (anymore/ever) slept’

	In our view, the position of the Neg projection is determined by a logical requirement whereby Neg takes scope immediately above the position of Tense, i.e. I, and below C. Thus the distribution of data in (1)-(3) does not reflect a structural parameter under which Neg has two different positions, namely a position in the I field for the Neg clitic, and a predicate internal position for the Neg adverb. Rather a Neg head is always projected within the I field, where it takes scope over the temporally specified event; this position can be overtly realized, as in the dialects in (1)-(2), or not realized, as in (3). Furthermore the Neg head may or not require to be checked by a Neg adverb, giving rise to the parameter between (1) and (2)-(3).


2.	Position of the Neg clitic 

2.1	Position of the Neg clitic with respect to subject clitics

The position of the Neg clitic also displays a certain range of variation with respect to subject clitics in Northern Italian dialects, as first pointed out in the theoretical literature by Poletto (1993, 1996). The data reported by Savoia and Manzini (forthcoming), highlight three different systems. To begin with, some dialects, typically of the Po valley area like Modena in (4), position the Neg clitic after all of the subject clitics:

(4)	Modena			
a n 'dOr@m 'bria				‘I not sleep not’
	te‑n 'dOr@m 'bria		 		etc.
	al/la n 'dOr@m 'bria		
	a n dUr'mam 'bria		
	a n dUr'mi 'bria		
	i/al n 'dOr@m 'bria

In other dialects, which include those of the Veneto and the Friuli, the Neg clitic precedes the forms of the subject clitic differentiated for Person, Number and Gender, while it follows the forms non-differentiated for such features, as illustrated in (5):

(5)	Vito d'Asio		
	nO 'duar					‘(I) not sleep’
	nO tu 'duar					etc.
a nO l 'duar/a nO 'duar 
	nO dur'min				
	nO dur'mi:s				
	a nO‑i 'duar/a nO‑s 'duar 	

Finally, in a third group of dialects, the Neg clitic appears before subject clitics which bear Person features (in practice 2p), while it appears after non-differentiated subject clitics and after subject clitics bearing Number and Gender features, as illustrated by the Northern Tuscan and Ligurian varieties in (6):

(6)	Firenze
(e) u 'vego					‘(I) not come’
	(e) un tu v'vjeni				etc.
e/la u 'vjene
(e) un si 'vjene
	(e) u vu vve'nihe			
e/le u 'vegano

	Casola									
	a në 'rm					‘I not sleep’	
	n të 'rm					etc.
	i/la në 'rm
	a në urmi'a
	a n vë ur'mi
	i/la në 'rmënë

	Fontanigorda				
	ne 'parlu                     				‘(I) not speak’
	ne te 'parli                  				etc.
	u/a ne 'parla                 	
	ne par'lmmu                  	
	ne par'lei                    	
	i ne parlu                    	

The different positions of the Neg clitic in (4)‑(6) suggest that there is an articulated set of subject clitic projections with respect to which the Neg clitic can assume different positions. In particular, we identify two Cl positions according to their inflectional features, namely ClP, which hosts clitics specified for the Person feature, and ClD, which hosts clitics specified for the Number and Gender features. In addition to those, undifferentiated subject clitics are hosted by a Cl position without inflectional specifications, which we identify as ClTop to suggest a Topic position. The variation concerning the position of the Neg clitic is predicted, if Neg can appear in between these  Cl projections or below all of them.
Consider (4)-(6) again. For dialects such as Modena which position the Neg clitic after the whole series of subject clitics, we can identify the relevant Neg head with Neg3 in (7). Dialects  like Vito d'Asio have the Neg clitic in the Neg1 position in (7), where it follows undifferentiated subject clitics in ClTop and it precedes the differentiated Cl positions, i.e. ClD and ClP. Finally the Firenze dialect has the Neg clitic in  Neg2 in (7), where it precedes  ClP and it follows ClD and ClTop:


(7)		ClTop"

	ClTop		Neg1"
		
		Neg1	   	ClD"	

			ClD		Neg2"

				Neg2	   	ClP" 	

					ClP		Neg3"

						Neg3	   	...

Zanuttini (1997) argues in favor of a correlation between the position of the Neg clitic and the presence or absence of a Neg adverb associated with it. In particular, Zanuttini’s theory makes the following predictions: (a) a Neg clitic not associated with a Neg adverb follows undifferentiated subject clitics and precedes all differentiated ones; (b) a Neg clitic associated with a Neg adverb follows all subject clitics. As far as (a) is concerned, Zanuttini herself is aware of the potential counterexample represented by dialects such as those in (6). She correspondingly proposes that subject clitics should be distinguished in two classes, corresponding to the D and P class here, but she does not provide any formalization of this proposal. By far more important in the economy of Zanuttini’s (1997) work is the generalization in (b). Indeed she theorizes that a Neg clitic doubled by a Neg adverb does not correspond to a Neg head in the inflectional area of the sentence. Rather, the Neg clitic and the Neg adverb originate in a head-Spec configuration within the VP shell, according to the model developed by  Pollock (1989) for French ne...pas. In the derivation that ensues, the Neg adverb remains in its original position, while the Neg clitic raises and adjoins to an inflectional projection.
Our theory clearly differs on this point, since according to the schema in (7), all Neg clitics correspond to the head of Neg projections within the inflectional domain of the sentence; hence none of them originates within the aspectual/ temporal projections realized by Neg adverbs. Thus, unlike Zanuttini (1997) we expect that there is no correlation between the position of Neg clitics and the presence or absence of a Neg adverb. Our prediction is confirmed by the existence of several dialects with Neg adverbs in which the position of the Neg clitic corresponds to Neg2 in (7), i.e. it precedes ClP and follows other subject clitics. These dialects, illustrated in (8), constitute a counterexample to Zanuttini’s generalization in (b), and hence to the idea that the Neg clitic associated with a Neg adverb has a different derivation from that of the purely clitic Neg:

 (8)	S.Sebastiano Curone 
	a n 'dr2mu 'meja    					‘I not sleep not’
	a n te 'dr2mi 'meja 					‘Cl not you sleep’
	u n 'dr2ma 'meja    					‘he not sleeps not’
	a n dru'muma 'meja  					etc.
	a n dru'mi 'meja    
	i n 'dr2ma 'meja    

	Garbagna			        	
	a n 'dromu 'miQ                    				‘I not sleep not’
	en te 'dromi 'miQ					‘Cl not you sleep’
	u n 'droma 'miQ					‘he not sleeps not’

	Ciàno d'Enza
	e n 'dOrem 'mia					‘I not sleep not’
	et 'dOrem 'mia / e n 't le:v 'mia				‘you sleep not/ Cl not you wash not’
	a n 'dOrma 'mia					‘he not sleeps’
	e n dor'mQma 'mia					etc.
	e n dor'mi 'mia
	e n 'dOrmen 'mia

	Revere				 
	a n 'dOrmi 'mi            			 	‘I not sleep not’
	a na‑t 'dOrmi 'mi          			 	‘Cl not you sleep not’
	al na/la n 'dOrQm 'mi        			 	‘he not/ she not sleeps not’
	a n dUr'memQ 'mi            			 	etc.
	a n dUr'mi 'mi               			 
	i/li n 'dOrQm 'mi            			 
	
	Ariano Polesine
	a n 'dOrm 'bria					‘I not sleep not’
	a n t 'dOrmi  'bria					‘Cl not you sleep’ 
	e n/la n 'dOrm  'bria				‘he not/ she not sleeps not’
	a n dur'min  'bria					etc.
	a n dur'mi  'bria
	i n 'dOrm  'bria

The two different treatments of Neg adopted here and by Zanuttini (1997) are influenced by two very different views of parametric theory, both broadly compatible with the Principles and Parameters framework. Zanuttini’s perspective is  macroparametric, much in the sense defined by Baker (1996); in other words the parameter concerning the internal structure of the Neg phrase  (clitic, adverb or clitic + adverb) is also responsible for the position of the Neg clitic. On the contrary, our point of view is microparametric. Thus there is no reason to believe that the two parameter just mentioned, concerning the internal structure of the Neg phrase and the position of the Neg clitic, are implicationally related. The empirical evidence as a whole and in particular the data in (8) support the microparametric view. 


2.2	Position of the Neg clitic with respect to object clitics

	Before proceeding to the interaction of Neg with I-to-C movement, it is worth refining the picture concerning the Neg clitic positions. Parry (1996) argues that in some dialects of the Cairo Montenotte area, the Neg clitic follows 1/2p object clitics and precedes 3p object clitics, as illustrated in (9) for Cairo Montenotte itself:

(9)	u miN 	seNt neNt				(Parry 1996: 238)
	‘he me not hears not’
	uN 	li/ra 	seNt neNt 
	‘he not them/her hears not’

Parry (1996) also argues that in some dialects of the Ligurian-Piedmontese border area, the Neg clitic can be doubled. Thus descriptively speaking, the Neg clitic appears both to the right and to the left of a 1/2p object clitic, while this doubling is excluded in the case of 3p object clitics, as illustrated by the data in (10) relative to the dialect of Càrcare:

(10)	eN teN kapiS							(Parry 1996: 239)
	ClS not you not understand	 
eN le kapiS
ClS not him understand

	In order to be able to consider the distribution in (9)-(10), we need to briefly sketch a theory of object clitics. Manzini and Savoia (in press), Savoia and Manzini (forthcoming) argue that there are two sets of Cl projections. On the one hand, we find the ClD and ClP positions already postulated in (7), which we can refer to as inflectional Cl’s; in addition to these, there are a number of Cl projections characterized in terms of thematic classes. For the sake of expliciteness we adopt an aspectual view of thematic structure (Tenny 1994, Borer 1994, Arad 1996), under which thematic roles such as Agent, Theme, Goal, and the like are subsumed by the notions of Originator (Or), Measure (Meas) and Delimiter (Del) of the event. Roughly the Or argument corresponds to the Agent, Meas corresponds to the Theme, and Del to the Goal. Assuming that non-inflectional Cl positions are to be characterized in thematic, hence aspectual terms, we can identify the position for the accusative/ partitive clitic with a Cl projection specified for the Meas feature, i.e. ClMeas. Similarly, the position for dative and locative clitics is identified with a Cl associated with the aspectual feature Del, i.e. ClDel. Thus we obtain the clitic string in (11) generally valid for Italian dialects:

(11)	 [ClDel ci/gli [ClMeas lo/ne

Our data concerning the doubling of the negation include clear instances of this phenomenon  in the presence of a 2ps subject clitic. In this case in effect a Neg clitic appears on both sides of the differentiated Person clitic, as seen for instance in  the dialects of  S.Sebastiano and Ortonovo in (12):

(12)	S.Sebastiano Curone
	a n 	te  	me 'vg 'meja
	‘Cl not you not me see not’
	a n 	te n	u/a 	'tami meja
	‘Cl not you not him/ her call not’
	a n 	te  	nin 	'vgi  i'i
	‘Cl not you not of-them see nobody’
	
	Ortonovo      
	a n@ 'drmo      
	‘I not sleep’
	a n te 'vedo
	‘I not you see’
	(a) n 	t@ n@ 	'drma
	‘Cl not you not sleep’
	n t 	n l 	'veda
	‘not you not him see’
	i/a 	n@ 'drma    
	‘he/she not sleeps’
	                 
Data of the type in (12) indicate that more than one of the Neg positions in the schema in (7) can be realized at once. The Neg clitic immediately preceding the 1/2p clitic corresponds to Neg2 in (7), while the Neg clitic immediately following it corresponds to Neg3 in (7), as can be seen in the structure in  (13). On the other hand the data in (12) provide no evidence of additional Neg positions inside the object clitic string in (11):

(13)	S.Sebastiano Curone

	ClTop		Neg2		ClP	Neg3		ClMeas		I
	│		│		│	│		│		│	
	a		n		te 	n 		u		'tami

	Going now back to the data of Parry (1996), we notice that the structural schemas in (7) for inflectional clitics and in (10) for aspectual clitics allow us to account for them in a very simple way, without postulating extra positions for Neg. In particular, we can assume. that what Parry (1996) describes as the 3p object clitic is a realization of the ClMeas position, i.e. a pure aspectual form; on the contrary, what Parry (1996) describes as the 2ps object clitic appears in an inflectional Cl position, namely ClP, exactly as its subject counterpart. Under these assumptions, data of the type in (9) simply correspond to the positioning of the Neg clitic in Neg3 in (7). In this position, Neg is predicted to follow the 1/2p clitic in ClP, while it precedes the 3p clitic in ClMeas. Similarly, data of the type in (10) correspond to the realization of Neg on both sides of ClP, i.e. in Neg2 and Neg3. Note that there are several independent arguments in favor of the conclusion that Person clitics are always realized within the inflectional clitic string, and not the aspectual one, as discussed by Manzini and Savoia (in press), Savoia and Manzini (forthcoming). For instance, it is only the 3p clitic that displays accusative morphology, corresponding to its specialization for the aspectual class Meas; viceversa, 1/2p clitics are not differentiated according to aspectual class and can even identify two aspectual features,  as in the case of reflexive constructions. 
However some of data at our disposal shed doubts on the idea that there should be a pervasive doubling of the negation in the dialects of this area. Consider for instance the dialect of Oviglio in (14a). The Neg clitic n is realized to the immediate left of a Person clitic and to the immediate right of a D clitic, corresponding to the Neg2 position in the schema in (7).  To the immediate right of a P clitic, on the other hand, we find an element nuN which is exactly omophonous with the partitive clitic illustrated in (14b); in the glosses to (14a) we generically render it as PRT (for Particle): This element never surfaces when there is a 3p object clitic in the string, corresponding in our terms to ClMeas in (11):

(14)	Oviglio
a.	a (n) t nu 	'tSam 'næinta
	ClS (not) you PRT call not  		(“I don’t call you”)
		a n El 	'tSam 'næinta					
		ClS not him call not			(“I don’t call him”)
	a n 	't um nu 	'tSami 'næinta 			
		ClS not you me PRT call not		(“You don’t call me”)
	a n 	t El 	'tSami 'mai
		ClS not you him call ever		(“You never call him”)
u m nu 	'tSama 'næinta
	ClS me PRT calls not
	u (n) 	t nu 	tSama 'næinta				
		ClS (not) you PRT calls not
	u n l 	'tSama 'næinta	
	ClS not him call not
b.	u nu 	'da 'doi  a 'pr e
	ClS of-them gives two each
u m nu 	'da 'doi
		ClS  me of-them give two
	u n nu 	da 'næinta a 'ne
		ClS (not) of-them give not to anybody

Our idea is that in this case the nuN clitic that cooccurs with Neg truly identifies with the partitive; the mutual esclusion of partitive and accusative is then automatically explained, much as in standard Italian, by the fact that they compete for the same slot in (11). The triggering of the partitive by negation falls under a typology independently known from Slavic languages, where accusative objects in affirmative sentences alternate with genitive objects in negative sentences (Pesetsky 1982). This point is argued in more detail in Savoia and Manzini (forthcoming). What is immediately relevant here is that the analysis just suggested for Oviglio offers a different perspective on the data in (9)-(10) as well. In effect, the  complementary distribution observed in (10) between the second n morpheme and the 3p clitic, i.e. ClMeas, makes a partitive construal of n worth investigating. What is more, as Parry (1997: 258) notices, an n formative appears after ClP also in non-negative contexts, for instance in the dialect of Rocca d’Arazzo after the 1ps clitic (man). It seems to us more likely that this is to be related to the obligatory realization of the partitive in the absence of an accusative clitic, than to an extension of Neg motivated by phonetic analogy as proposed by Parry (1997).



3.	Interactions between Neg and I-to-C movement

One interesting question that arises in connection with the structure of negation concerns its interaction with movement of the finite verb, along the lines discussed by Pollock (1989), Chomsky (1995) for V-to-I movement. We can check the interaction of Neg and V-movement in Italian dialects by reference to matrix questions, where the finite verb moves from I to C; this movement can be seen most clearly in Northern Italian dialects where in matrix questions the subject clitic appears to the right rather than to the left of the verb. Given the ordering of Neg heads in (7), movement of the finite verb from I to C is apparently predicted to derive surface strings of the form finite verb + subject clitic + Neg clitic in all of the cases in which the Neg clitic is lower than the subject clitic. This surface order however is not attested in any Northern Italian dialect. Upon reflection, it is obvious that our theory predicts this latter result, since movement of the verb from I to C, hence to an Operator type position, cannot cross another Operator type position such as Neg on grounds of Minimality, construed for instance in terms of Chomsky’s (1995) MLC.
What we do find in many Northern Italian varieties is the order Neg clitic + finite verb + subject clitic. This order characterizes both the dialects of the Po valley area, where as we saw in (4) all subject clitics precede the Neg clitic in declarative sentences, and eastern dialects of the type in (5), where the Neg clitic precedes differentiated subject clitics and follows the undifferentiated one in declarative sentences. The relevant data are reproduced in (15), where the Neg clitic is parenthesized to indicate that its presence or absence leaves the structure of the interrogative otherwise unchanged:

(15)	Müstair
	(nu) 'dOrm‑al/la?
	‘(not) sleeps-he/she’					“Does(n’t) he/she sleep?”
	(nu) 'dOrmn‑i?
	‘(not) sleep-they’					“Do(n’t) they sleep?”
 	
	Livo
	(no) 'dOrm‑el (nO)?
	‘(not) sleeps-he (not)’					etc.
	(no) a‑i dor'mi (nO)?
	(not) have-they slept (not)’

	Andràz BL            			
     	(no) 'dorme‑to?      			
	‘(not) sleep-you’    			

	Montereale
	(no) i du'arm‑e?
	‘(not) they sleep-they’
	(no) as‑tu dur'mi?
	‘(not) have-you slept’

	Vito d'Asio					
	(nO) du'ar‑tu?
	‘(not) sleep-you’
	(nO) du'arm‑el? 
	‘(not) sleeps-he’
	(nO) du'arm‑ei?
	‘(not) sleep-they’              
 
	Castelguglielmo
	(non) 'vjen-to ('mina) 'ti?
	‘(not) come-you (not) you’

	Revere
	a (n) 'dOrm‑t ('mi)?
	‘Cl (not) sleep-you (not)’

	Modena
	per'ke (n) 'fe‑t ak'e?
	‘why (not) do-you so’

	Ciàno d'Enza
	(en) 'dOrm‑et ('mia)?
	‘(not) sleep-you (not)’
	(en) 'dOrm‑el ('mia)?
	‘(not) sleep-he (not)’

	Viguzzolo
	a (n) 'drOm‑et ('nO)?
	‘Cl (not) sleep-you (not)’
	u (n) 'drOm‑el ('nO)?
	‘he (not) sleep-he (not)’
	a (n) dru'mi:‑v ('nO)?
	‘Cl (not) sleep-you (not)’

On the other hand, a number of dialects with Neg clitic contrast ordinary and negative interrogatives. In these dialects, ordinary interrogatives are formed by movement of the finite verb to C, which leaves the subject clitic to its immediate right. In negative interrogatives, however, the subject clitic is to the left of  the finite verb, as illustrated in (16), suggesting that no movement of the verb to C has taken place. Note that (16) again includes dialects where the Neg clitic follows all subject clitics, like the Romagna ones, and dialects in which the Neg clitic precedes at least some differentiated forms, like those of the Veneto-Friuli area:

(16)	Pescùl
	'dOrme‑to?					no te 'Orme (ve)?
	‘sleep-you’		“Do you sleep?”	‘not you sleep’	“Don’t you sleep?”
	'dOrm-elo?					no l 'dOrm (ve)?
	‘sleeps-he’		“Does he sleep”	‘not he sleeps’		“Doesn’t he sleep?”
	a‑li dor'mi?					no 'j 	a or'mi (ve)?
	‘have-they slept’ 	“Have they slept?”	‘not they have slept’	“Haven’t they slept?”

	S.Maria di Sala             
	ga‑@o dor'mio?				no l ga dor'mio?
	‘has-he slept’					‘not he has slept’ 
	'dOrmi‑to?					no te 'dOrmi?        
	‘sleep-you’					‘not you sleep’

	Povegliano			
	el 'fa‑tu?					no t el 'fa?
	‘it do-you’					‘not you it do’
							no‑l/‑a 'dOrme 'mia?	
							‘not he/she sleeps not’
							n‑i 'dOrme 'mia?
							‘not they sleep not’
							
	Ariano Polesine
	'dOrmi‑t?					a n t 'dOrmi 'mina/'bria?
	‘sleep-you’					‘Cl not you sleep not’
	'dOrm‑el?					e(l) n 'dOrm 'mina/'bria?
	‘sleeps he’					‘he not sleeps not’
				
	Forlì
	a 'durm‑t?					t an 'durUm?
	‘Cl sleeps-he’					‘you not sleep’
	a 'do@rm‑l?					u n 'do@rm?
	‘Cl sleeps-he’					‘he not sleeps’
	a dUr'mi:‑v?					a n dUr'mi?
	‘Cl sleep-you’					‘you not sleep’

	Dalli
	pjo'w‑iŒŒ@?					a n@ p'pjowa?
	‘rains-it’					‘it not rains’
	dorm@‑'tu?					t@ n@ d'dOrma?
	‘sleep-you’					‘you not sleep’

	Pieve S.Lorenzo
	la dur'm‑iˆ@?					a no d'dOrm@?
	‘she sleeps-she’				‘he not sleeps’
i ddur'm‑iŒ@-n@?				i no d'dOrm@n@?
	‘they sleep-they’				‘they not sleep’
	
	Casola
	'dOrm@‑to?					@n t@ 'dOrm?
	‘sleep-you’					‘not you sleep’
	'dOrm‑i?					i n@ 'dOrm?
	‘sleeps-he’					‘he not sleeps’
	'dOrm@n‑la?					la n@ 'dOrm@n@?
	‘sleep-they(f)’					‘they(f) not sleep’

In several Neg clitic dialects, the strategy with subject clitic inversion, corresponding to I-to-C movement, is found in negative questions alongside the strategy without inversion, hence without V-movement, as illustrated by the data in (17):

(17)	Pinzano
	nO tu 'veNs?					nO 'veN-tu?	
	‘not you come’				‘not come- you’
	nO l dur'mi? 					nO dur'mi-al?
	‘not he slep’					‘not sleep-he’

	Stienta
	a n 	t 'l 	e 'bria tSa'mada?		n e‑t ('bria) dur'mi?
	‘Cl not you her have not called’ 		‘not have-you not slept’
	“Haven’t you called her?”			“Haven’t you slept?”	

	Alfonsine
	ta‑n 	'durUm ('briæ)? 			an 'durm‑æt?
	‘you not sleep not’				‘not sleep-you’
	“Don’t you sleep?” 	etc.			“Don’t you sleep?”	etc.
	
	Garessio
	ti N 'd2rmi 'neN? 				i N	'd2rm‑ti 'neN?
	‘you not sleep not’				‘Cl not sleep-you not’
	u N 'd2rme 'neN?				u N 	'd2rm‑lu 'neN?	
	‘he not sleeps not’				‘he not sleeps-he not’
 
	Garbagna
	eN te 'dromi 'miQ? 				a N 'drom‑ti 'miQ?
	‘not you sleep not’				‘Cl not sleep-you not’
	u N 'droma 'miQ?				u ne 	l 'tSam‑lu 'miQ?
	‘he not sleeps not’				‘he not him calls-he not’
			
	Gorfigliano	
	no ttu 'Ormi? 					no ddOrmi‑'tu?
	‘not you sleep’				‘not sleep-you’

Finally, it should be noticed that Northern Italian dialects with purely adverbial Neg generally have I-to-C movement in negative interrogatives, as illustrated in (18); in all cases the Neg adverb is parenthesized to indicate that whether the question is construed with or without negation, it has the same syntax in all other respects:

(18)	Premana
e 'dOrm-ei/-ie 	('mi) ?
	‘Cl sleep-they(m/f) (not)’  			“Do(n’t) they sleep?”   	

S.Bartolomeo Val Cavargna
'drOm@‑t ('mia)?
‘sleep-you (not)’				“Do(n’t) you sleep?”
e‑t ('mia) dru'mi?
‘have-you (not) slept’				“Have(n’t) you slept?”

Grumello del Monte
a 'dorm‑et ('mia)?
‘Cl sleep-you (not)’				etc.
a‑i ('mia) dur'mi:t?
‘have-they (not) slept’

Casaccia
'dOrm-at ('mia)?
‘sleep-you (not)’
a‑l ('mia) dur'mi?
‘has-he (not) slept’
par'tSe dOrma‑t ('mia)?
‘why sleep-you (not)’
 
Pamparato
i 'd2rm‑le ('naint)?
‘they sleeps-they (not)’
'd2rm‑ti ('naint)?
‘sleep-you (not)’

Montaldo
	'dr2m‑ty ('ne)?
	‘sleep-you (not)’			
u 'dr2m‑lu ('ne)?
‘he sleeps-he (not)’
u 'r a‑lu ('ne) dy'rmi?
‘he has-he (not) slept’

Pomaretto
drme:‑'t ('pa:)?
	‘sleep-you (not)’

Mezzenile
u 'dy@rt‑i ('Jint)?
‘he sleeps-he (not)’
e 'jOit‑i ('Jint) pju'vy?
	‘it has-it (not) rained’

In the generative literature, there are at least two proposals relating the presence or absence of I-to-C movement in questions to the realization of Neg as a clitic and/or as an adverb. In particular, the work of Zanuttini (1991), Poletto (1993) suggests that V-movement in questions is restricted to those dialects that have purely adverbial Neg; naturally, the data in (15) and (17) undermine the empirical motivation for such a generalization. Indeed Zanuttini (1997) modifies her original generalization, proposing instead that interrogative inversion is allowed in dialects with clitic Neg if this is doubled by a Neg adverb. In particular, we have seen that in Zanuttini’s (1997) terms the purely clitic Neg corresponds to a Neg projection between I and C, while the adverbial Neg corresponds to a low Neg projection, internal to the predicate, which does not intervene on the path of I-to-C movement. When the Neg adverb is doubled by a Neg clitic this also originates in the low Neg projection whence it moves to adjoin to V in I. Hence according to Zanuttini (1997), dialects with purely clitic Neg do not allow for I-to-C movement of the verb, in that the Neg projection intervenes on the path of movement; the latter is therefore blocked by a Minimality effect. On the contrary, in the languages with adverbial Neg, with or without Neg clitic, I-to-C movement is not affected by Neg, which is realized in a low projection.
However the data in (15)-(17) refute this revised generalization as well; indeed in the dialects of Müstair, Andràz, Montereale, Vito and Pinzano I-to-C movement occurs in the presence of  a purely clitic Neg. Viceversa, in the dialects of Ariano Polesine and Alfonsine, lack of I-to-C movement is observed in the presence of a Neg clitic doubled by a Neg adverb. Therefore we conclude that there is a parameter that opposes dialects with I-to-C movement in negative questions, as in (15)/(17), and dialects in which I-to-C movement is blocked by Neg, as in (16)/ (17). There is however no correlation between this parameter and the realization of Neg as clitic, adverb, or clitic + adverb. This situation is fully predicted under the microparametric view taken here, since under this view we expect parameter values to vary independently of one another. In this connection, it is also worth considering Central and Southern Italian dialects, which systematically present a purely clitic Neg, as illustrated in (1). The absence of subject clitics in these dialects does not allow us to use their position with respect the verb as a test for I-to-C movement. Nevertheless, such movement must take place, on the evidence of the lexical subject. Indeed, this must occur at the left or right periphery of the sentence, which following Rizzi (1996) indicates that the verb is in C. If so, Central and Southern Italian dialects are also cases in which a purely clitic Neg goes together with I-to-C movement. 
 	Still, the parameter in (15)-(17) remains to be accounted for. Remember that in our  theory of phrase structure all clitics including Neg correspond to independent heads. The strongest evidence in favor of this conclusion is represented by the fact that these elements dispose themselves in rigidly ordered hierarchies, as already indicated in (7) and (10); such hierarchies would be difficult to predict on a syntactic basis if all of the relevant morphemes adjoined to one another or to the verb. Furthermore, we take the immediately postverbal position of the subject clitic to be conclusive evidence that the finite verb is in C rather than in I. If we combine this latter assumption with the previous assumption that every Neg clitic defines its own Neg projection, we are forced to conclude that in dialects of the type in (15)/(17) there is a Neg position immediately superordinate to C, in addition to the Neg positions already postulated within the Cl string. These latter positions normally surface in declaratives, where the verb is in I, while the Neg position above C is the one realized in negative questions with the verb in C.
The proposed schema of derivation is illustrated in (19a) and (19b) for the dialects of Vito d'Asio and Revere respectively; in the former only the Neg clitic is realized, while the latter has a Neg clitic and a Neg adverb. Movement of the verb from I to C to check Chomsky’s (1995) strong Q feature, is then allowed, in that the Neg clitic is realized within the C, rather than the I projection field:

 (19)	Vito d'Asio 

	a.	Neg		C		ClP		I
		│		│		│		│
		n 		duars		tu		 duars

	Revere	

	b.	ClTop		Neg	C		ClP	I
		│		│	│		│	│	
		a		n 	drm		t 	drm	...	mi	
		
	Note that our ideas concerning clitics and the position of the verb lead us to conclude that any Cl material found to the left of the verb in dialects of the type in (19) is within the field of C projections. Thus in the structure in (19b), we have represented a ClTop position above C that hosts the undifferentiated subject clitic a. Along the same lines, all subject and object clitic material which precedes the verb in C is realized within the C field. In general, the evidence presented by Savoia and Manzini (forthcoming) supports a model in which both I and C, as the two main positions for the finite verb,  support their own Cl string.
	Suppose on the other hand that when Neg is realized within the C field, it can check the Q feature in the C position; this corresponds to the intuitive idea that both Q and Neg belong to the larger class of F(ocus) elements. In a dialect in which this possibility is realized, i.e. Neg in C is sufficient to check the Q feature of C, we expect that I-to-C movement, being unnecessary, is not possible on grounds of Chomsky’s (1995) Last Resort. Thus negative questions in dialects such as Ariano Polesine are characterized by representations of the type in (20). Note that as we have motivated in the discussion that precedes, the activation of the C field induces the realization of the Cl positions inside it:

(20)	Ariano Polesine

	ClTop	ClP	Neg	C	I
	│	│	│		│		
	a	t 	n		dOrmi	...	mina/briza

An alternative would be to assume that in the dialects in (16), that do not display I-to-C movement in negative questions, Neg is generated between I and C, so that movement of the verb across it is blocked by a Minimality effect. An interesting problem for this solution emerges in the light of the minimalist theory of Chomsky (1995). According to the latter, movement from I to C in questions is determined by the presence of a strong Q feature that acts as an overt attractor for the verb. If the verb cannot move due to the intervention of Neg, the Q feature in C is apparently not checked. To overcome this problem, Zanuttini (1997) assumes that Neg itself raises to C. Thus her analysis on the one hand starts with the assumption that Neg is in I rather than in C; on the other hand it is forced to come round to precisely the view that Neg is in C. 
Note that  Zanuttini (1997) does not completely exclude I-to-C movement in the presence of a Neg  head. Rather she argues that in dialects with purely clitic Neg such as that of Padova, I-to-C movement is possible only in a semantically restricted number of contexts. To be more precise, Portner and Zanuttini (1997) relate the semantics of negative questions  to a syntax in which the Neg clitic is not in its head position, but rather adjoined to V in C. However the semantics that Portner and Zanuttini (1997) describe for negative questions does not correspond to the fact that Neg is adjoined to the verb.  Rather the crucial syntactic property on which their semantic analysis depends, is that Neg, being adjoined to the verb, finds itself in C. Of course, our main proposal is that, while Neg is in the I projection field in declaratives, it is in the C projection field in questions. Within our theory therefore the semantics of negative questions is straightforwardly predicted to depend on the positioning of Neg within the C field. As briefly mentioned above, our idea is that Q and Neg can be subsumed under the F(ocus) properties of the sentence. Thus the occurrence of both within the C field is derivable from the fact that the C field hosts F(ocus). 
Finally, in dialects with purely adverbial Neg, the verb generally moves from I to C in negated questions, as can be seen in (18). If the Neg adverb is generated within the lower projections of the sentence, between V and I, it is not in a position to satisfy the Q feature of C. On the other hand we theorized in section 1. that each Neg adverb is paired with a Neg head in the I/C domain, which delimits its logical scope, though this head may be overtly realized or not. We may add that the only Neg projections are those realized within the I and C fields; thus the Neg adverb does not correspond to a predicate internal Neg projection, but rather it attaches to ordinary VP-shell projections, of the type postulated by Cinque (1997). This model is again compatible with the known evidence; in particular, we can assume that negative questions in the dialects in (18) involve a Neg head within the C field, exactly as in all other varieties. Nevertheless, this non-overtly realized Neg clitic cannot generally check the Q features of C, forcing the verb to move. 
It is interesting to note that in the dialect of S.Giorgio di Piano the raising of the verb to C in negative questions implies the realization of a purely adverbial Neg, though in declaratives the Neg adverb is doubled by a Neg head, as illustrated in (21): 

(21)	S.Giorgio di Piano
	le 'vad-l 'brie?				a n 	le 'vad 'brie
	‘it sees-he not’				‘he not it sees not’
	l e‑l 	'brie ta'me?				a n 	'l a 	'brie ta'me
	‘him has-he not called’			‘he not him has not called’

This type of data suggests that the negation has two different realizations according to whether it occurs in the I field, as in declaratives, or in the C field, as in questions. In the first case we find the realization n, while Neg has realization zero in the second case. 
In conclusion, the intuition we pursued in our analysis is that the position of Neg in the sentence is dictated by an interpretive requirement to the effect that sentential Neg takes scope immediately over T(ense)/M(ood) specifications. There are essentially two positions in the sentence where such specifications are realized, and hence where the verb associated with them surfaces, namely I and C. Correspondingly there are two positions for sentential Neg: in the inflectional projections immediately above I and in those immediately above C. The positioning of Neg within the I or the C field is independently motivated with respect to the  parameters relating to enclisis and proclisis in infinitivals. Following Kayne (1989), we take proclisis to correspond to the verb being in I; enclisis corresponds instead to movement of V to C. As argued by Savoia and Manzini (forthcoming), in dialects which display enclisis both without and with negation, Neg in the C domain is not sufficient to check the features of C so that the verb moves. In dialects where enclisis in the absence of  Neg alternates with proclisis in its presence, Neg itself checks the features of C and movement of the verb is blocked on grounds of Last Resort. 


4.	Conclusions

In this article we have investigated three main parameters relating to Negation, as seen in Italian dialects. As for the first parameter, concerning the realization of Neg as a clitic or as an adverb, we  take it that the structure of Neg universally requires a Neg projection above I and below C; this can or not be overtly realized and it can or not require to be checked by a Neg adverb. As for the second parameter, according to which the position of the Neg clitic varies with respect to other clitics in the sentence, we assume that the logical requirements concerning Neg impose it to be generated immediately below or above the inflectional clitic positions of the sentence, or in between them. Depending on what are effectively the selectional properties of Neg in each language, the latter will surface in one or the other of its possible positions. As predicted by the two completely independent characterizations provided for these two parameters, their values combine freely, giving rise to all possible combinations. The third and last parameter considered here concerns the presence or absence of I-to-C movement in negative questions. We assume that in negative questions the Neg projection is not  between I and C but in the C field of projections. In languages which do not display I-to-C movement in negative questions, the presence of a Neg in the C field is sufficient to check the Q properties of C itself, preventing movement of the verb. In languages where the presence of Neg in the C field is not sufficient to check the Q properties of C, then V moves to check them. Again, since this parameter depends on a completely independent feature of Neg, we expect it to combine freely with the others, as it indeed does. 
By contrast, a link between these three parameters is established by Zanuttini (1997) in terms of a structural rather than lexical hypothesis of variation, according to which purely clitic Neg corresponds to an inflectional Neg projection, while adverbial Neg corresponds to a predicate-internal Neg projection, whether the adverb is doubled by a clitic or not. The position where the clitic surfaces is then predicted to depend on whether it corresponds to an inflectional head or it is adjoined to the verb in I from below. Similarly, a Neg head blocks I-to-C movement on minimality grounds, while a Neg clitic adjoined to V does not. Our data, which attest many more combinations of parameter values than predicted by Zanuttini, favor our conception. More generally, our data support a microparametric conception against a macroparametric one (Baker 1996). In the microparametric conception each parameter is defined on the basis of a single atomic lexical property, i.e. a feature in Chomsky’s (1995) terms, and  parameters do not interact with one another, but are independent much in the sense defined by Manzini and Wexler (1987). By contrast, in the macroparametric conception parameters typically involve cascades of empirical effects (Rizzi 1982). Since the parameters responsible for the variation described above freely cross, the microparametric conception appears to be upheld at least in the empirical domain under consideration.


*	This article is a result of the collaboration of the two authors in all respect. Nevertheless, Rita Manzini takes responsibility for sections 2.1, and 3, Leonardo Savoia for sections 1 and 2.2.
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